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Background

In the fall of 2007, the Minister Responsible for
Women’s Issues created the Domestic Violence
Advisory Council to provide recommendations to
improve the existing system of services to better
meet the diverse needs of abused women and their
children; and to focus on components and/or issues
within the broader system of services supporting
abused women and their children.
The Council was directed to focus its work on
developing recommendations that required no
additional funds, could be achieved by making
better use of existing resources and that built on
promising practices.
In 2009 the Council released Transforming our Communities. From the report:

A different paradigm is needed to achieve the vision and direction of the Domestic
Violence Action Plan. The violence against women system will need to work in an
interconnected and collaborative way to apply a systemic approach to addressing
violence.
This paradigm has to hold two concepts simultaneously: work within the existing
system to address the immediate violence that women are facing and lay the
foundation for healthy relationships and communities through changes to that same
system.
The report also included a recommendation to government to undertake a review of
Mandatory Charging:
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Toward a “different paradigm” – what might that look like?
The mandatory charging project was structured to tap into the rich reservoir of
experience held in the existing infrastructure of coordinating committees. As crosssectoral tables located in different parts of the province, VAWCCs are the keepers of the
wisdom that comes from frontline and grassroots experience over time.
Information flowed out from the Advisory Committee to local VAWCCs to keep them
informed of the unfolding story of the project and for discussion at their regular
meetings. Input from those discussions flowed back to the Advisory Committee,
creating a feedback loop whereby each step of the project had the benefit of multiple
perspectives from a variety of individuals, geographic locations and sectors.
This report-back relays a summary of those local discussions back to VAWCCs to further
discuss the meaning of the research through a provincial lens. Getting to
recommendations is the next step of the journey that will follow from upcoming
discussions that VAWCCs will have with this report-back.
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Community Leadership
In 2015, the Ottawa Coalition to End Violence Against Women (OCTEVAW) approached
the Building a Bigger Wave Ontario Network (BBWON) to propose a collaborative
project that would partner researchers and local violence against women (VAW)
coordinating committees (VAWCCs) to review the state of mandatory charging in
Ontario. The OCTEVAW proposal picked up on the 2009 Domestic Violence Advisory
Council’s recommendation to review mandatory charging in the context of the call for a
different paradigm for the VAW sector to work “in an integrated and collaborative way”
addressing both frontline issues while also attending to the larger system issues.

BBWON Forum 2015
BBWON is a voluntary network of
violence against women
coordinating committees in Ontario
(VAWCCs). There are 48 VAW
committees funded by Ministry of
Community and Social Services
(MCSS).1 The network was initiated
in 2011 to connect and build
relationships between coordinating
committees, reduce the isolation of
VAW advocates, raise the profile of
community coordination and work
toward collective responses to all forms of violence against women. With support from a
Trillium grant, the first provincial forum was held in 2011. The second forum was held
in 2015. Representatives from 47 committees attended the 2015 forum.
At the forum, OCTEVAW asked other coordinating committees if they would support a
provincial project to review the Mandatory Charging project with small donations and
participation in the design of the questionnaires, outreach and community engagement.
At the 2011 forum, the suggestion of working provincially on shared issues was ranked
as a priority action for VAWCCs. This would be the first provincial project undertaken.
VAWCCs in attendance endorsed the project. The purpose of the study was to explore
the outcomes for women of mandatory charging.

1

MCSS refers to the committees as DV3Cs (Domestic Violence Community Coordinating Committees). At the 2011
BBWON forum – a request was made to MCSS to change the name to VAWCC (Violence Against Women
Coordinating Committees) to be more inclusive of sexual violence. BBWON uses VAWCC to refer to committees.
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Into Action
Over the next few months, VAWCCs and provincial allies contributed funds for the first
phase of the project. $7,500 was raised and then matched by Mitacs Canada for a total
of $15,000 per phase of the project.
The project included three phases:
Phase 1: Survey design and literature review
Phase 2: Implementation – online questionnaires
Phase 3: Analysis
The mandatory charging project was innovative in pooling resources to undertake
research. Contributions came in both money and support through participation.
Organizers did not want money to be a barrier for VAWCC engagement and so financial
contributions were voluntary. A minimum request was made in the first phase for $167
from committees to distribute the costs over a large group. The minimum target was
raised to $200 for the subsequent phases based on actual costs that had not been
anticipated. Some committees were able to contribute more; some were not able or
willing to make any financial contribution. All committees were encouraged to make
whatever contribution was possible and to participate in the development process.
$22,500 was raised by VAWCCs and allies and then matched by Mitacs. The total cost
of the project for all three phases was $45,000.

Leadership and Engagement
The project included many levels of leadership and engagement. OCTEVAW worked
closely with the researchers and provided overall leadership throughout the project.
Provincial VAW associations, Ontario Association of Interval & Transition Houses
(OAITH) and Action ontarienne contre la violence faite aux femmes (AOcVF) made
significant contributions in money and services. AOcVF provided translation of all
communications sent out to the VAWCCs during all phases of the project. Building a
Bigger Wave Ontario Network (BBWON) provided administrative and financial support.
Local VAWCC leaders provided input in an advisory capacity and also the considerable
legwork of outreach and engagement in their communities.

Active Learning and Adaptation
As the first provincial collaborative project for BBWON, there was active learning and
adaptation throughout the initiative. VAWCCs were asked to make the project a
standing agenda item at their regular meetings. Each phase of the project brought new
challenges and learning on how to mobilize such a large cross-sectoral group of actors
to align efforts and move together to achieve large shared objectives.
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Phase 1: Survey Development & Literature Review
Led by University of Ottawa researchers, Deborah Conners and Holly Johnson and
OCTEVAW, the project was launched in March 2016. Volunteers from more than twenty
VAWCCs participated on the advisory committee through a series of four
teleconferences to develop the questionnaires. Additional input was submitted by
VAWCC members through email to allow for the broadest possible engagement.
Contributions to the development process drew from frontline experience and expertise
of VAW advocates and professionals from across the province. By July, the three
questionnaires were developed for women who have experienced abuse, service
providers and police officers. The questionnaires were submitted to the University of
Ottawa ethics review board and approved.
The literature review was written by Deborah Conners and released to the network in
November 2016. The review showed that there have been very few reviews conducted
on mandatory charging policies and that the Ontario project had potential to be groundbreaking both in reach and contribution.
The project team went back to VAWCCs to request contributions for the second and
third phases. The phase 2 proposal was submitted to Mitacs and approved.

Active Learning
Early in the process, the project team recognized that the calculations for initial project
funding were not sufficient for translation. BBWON provided funds to translate the
questionnaires into French and Action ontarienne contre la violence faite aux femmes
translated the many communications that went out to VAWCCs over the duration of the
project.
The unfolding story of the project was told through the emails. Regular communication
to the network was recognized as being critical to the project, both to keep the
information and ideas flowing in a robust feedback loop and to nurture interest and
momentum for community engagement. Project leaders wanted to foster a shared
sense of ownership and contribution for working together in the spirit of a different
paradigm envisioned in the Transforming Our Communities report.
The limits of an online survey were discussed by the advisory committee. Access to
technology, language and literacy are serious barriers for vulnerable women as the
surveys needed to be completed without aid by service providers. To mitigate the
barriers, VAWCCs would be asked to make technology available onsite in agencies and
to take extra steps to reach out to Indigenous and other vulnerable populations.
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Phase 2: Implementation
With funding and approval for the second phase of the project in place, the advisory
committee was reconvened in November 2016.
On December 8, 2016, VAWCCs received an email package from the project team
outlining the next steps with a request to engage their member agencies and to help
with the roll out of the survey.
The package included:
- A media release
- A PowerPoint presentation to inform and engage VAWCC member agencies
- A cover letter to member agencies
- A cover letter to service providers telling them about the survey
- A recruitment letter to service providers asking them to participate
- A recruitment poster to women inviting them to participate
- A recruitment “handbill” for service providers to hand out to women
- A recruitment poster for police services.
The questionnaires were open online from December 12 th until March 10th 2017. During
that time, VAWCC members reached out repeatedly to their member agencies and to
women with lived experience. As discussed by the advisory committee, VAWCCs were
asked to make extra effort to engage women who are more vulnerable to abuse
because of their social location.

Active Learning
Initially the timeline for the surveys was set to close on January 31 st. The project team
learned that the process of engaging VAWCCs requires generous lead-up time for
information to be disseminated to committees that meet at varying intervals. Many
meet monthly but a number meet only three or four times a year. The deadline had to
be extended to March 10 th to give VAWCCS more time to process the information and to
allow for greater outreach and engagement.
The entire project structure rested on the ability of the project advisory committee to
create the feedback loop. Clear consistent information had to travel throughout the
network to take space on busy VAWCC agendas with input then being relayed back to
the advisory committee. These are a lot of moving parts. Figuring out the best way to
provide information and request specific actions was an intense part of the learning
process. The project team needed to tell the unfolding story of the project in a
compelling way that did not overwhelm but instead stimulated discussion and activity.
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Phase 3: Analysis
The three online questionnaires closed on March 10, 2017. The collective efforts of
VAWCCs resulted in significant numbers:




293 questionnaires were completed by women
289 were completed by service providers
113 were completed by police

Following the close of the surveys, Deborah Conners sent an email out through the
network to thank everyone involved for the hard work. She wrote;
This survey will provide a unique window into the experiences of abused women
regarding mandatory charging policies. Most of the studies reported in the literature are
done with small samples of less than 100 women. The 293 completed questionnaires that
we received from women across Ontario far exceeds that to provides a great sample to
work with! Also unique is the comparison data that we have from service providers (289
questionnaires) and police (113 questionnaires). Our first task will be to get out a short
report to the network so you can see some general findings related to how women,
service providers and police perceive the mandatory charging policy to be working. Then
we will move on to more in depth analyses to be published in academic journals.
Deborah and Holly Johnson held a webinar on May 25th to provide VAWCC and allies
with a first look at early findings from the data.

The final report was released in French and English on July 13, 2017.
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Beyond the research – now what?

The release of the report was an
important milestone for the project
but it was not the end of the
journey. As one advisory committee
member said;

What does the data mean? What
can we do with it? …now what?
The project leaders met again with
the researchers by teleconference
to develop a discussion guide. The
guide was intended as a follow-up
to the report.
The questions in the guide were
broad to avoid leading committees
in their discussions.
The discussion guide and link to an
online survey accompanied the
release of the report.
The request to VAWCCs was to include time on their fall agendas to discuss the report,
use the discussion guide as a common frame and then relay the substance of those
discussions back through the survey. Creating a continuous feedback loop is one way
for a provincial ‘big picture’ to emerge. It is also an element that answers the 2009 call
by the Domestic Violence Advisory Council for a different paradigm in the VAW sector
“to work in an interconnected and collaborative way to apply a systemic approach to

addressing violence”.
Ultimately the goal of discussions at local tables is to surface a system perspective from
which recommendations can be derived on how to improve outcomes for women and
their families from the mandatory charging policy.
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Survey Report-back
The mandatory charging survey was left open for five months to provide enough time
for committees to have multiple discussions if they chose and/or to accommodate
committees that meet infrequently. When the survey closed, sixteen committees had
responded.
The responding committees included representation from each region of the province
and were evenly split between urban and rural communities.
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the central region
Toronto

8 committees from urban centres
8 committees from rural communities

Q3. Was there anything that surprised you in the report?
ANSWER CHOICES
Differences - top benefits identified by women, providers and police
Top benefits
Top negative consequences
Reasons for not reporting
Data on the charging according to women’s wishes
Support for the policy by the sector
Support for the policy by women
Other (please specify)

#

%

6
3
5
3
2
0
2
7

35%
18%
29%
18%
12%
0%
12%
41%

‘Other’ comments:


The need for more data to be made available, for example, our members asked if
there was a difference in women's perception of mandatory charges based on their
age. Was this data collected by any chance?



Some members surprised by officers working 10+ years reactions vs the newer
officers. Discussion from other members that indicates this is related to officers
protecting themselves by laying a charge even when it may not be appropriate



Surprised that 56% of cases where women didn't want charges laid, charges were
not.
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Women stated they were happy to leave the abusive relationship however, in (my
work I have found) most of the time they want to stay.



Members were surprised by how “mandatory” doesn’t seem to be mandatory due to
the inconsistency of charges laid. We were also very surprised that 27% of police
don’t think mandatory charging is good for women. Example given during discussion:
would a store owner who got robbed have to think about whether or not to lay
charges?



There was no mention of women being accused by their partners of being mentally ill
– this was a common occurrence for a committee member who supported women
living in the shelter system.



We thought there would be more dual charging.



The VAW sector indicated lower support (the lowest) for the policy than other
sectors.



¼ of police officers feel the policy is bad for most women most of the time AND the
police laid charges in half of cases AND police think women are unprepared for the
impact of the policy – are these three things related or could they potentially be?
What is the relationship between these three factors?



There were large discrepancies amongst responses from women, the police and
service providers.



Police officers in senior positions differed in their views from police officers in less
senior positions.



The report seems to suggest that connection to resources is provided to women after
charges have been laid. What is not captured in the report are women who have
been connected to resources (shelters, counselling) before charges are laid. This
could potentially impact the responses to the survey (i.e., women who are connected
to VAW/community resources before charges are laid could might feel differently
about the policy, might be more aware of it, may be more or less likely to report to
police, etc.)
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Q4. Does knowing that women have identified benefits that are
different from the ones identified from police and service
providers change the way committee members see the policy?
How?
ANSWER CHOICES
Yes, seeing benefits identified by women changes the way committee
membership see the policy
Somewhat
Not really
Not sure if it makes a difference

#
5

%
31%

2
5
4

12%
31%
25%

Comments:
•

•

•

For some members its changed, for others it impacted less. There was not a
conclusive agreement around what should be changed if anything. our
conversation lingered in the tension of all perspectives.
Members in Toronto agreed that there needs to be a deeper study that focuses
in Toronto, our community will likely have a different opinion about the
consequences of mandatory charging.
Seeing this reinforces the necessity to have constant meetings with women and
service providers to discuss their priorities.

•

Members spoke about the black and white nature of mandatory charging and the
differences in the experience of the investigating officer(s) versus other service
providers and women experiencing violence. For police the laying of a charge
oftentimes marks the end of their involvement whereas for women and VAW
service providers this charge often marks the beginning of her journey through
the CJS.

•

It helps us to focus on those benefits and discuss them with the women we work
with, therefore it changes the way we think about it in a positive way.

•

Changes their quality of life but shouldn't change the way we treat them. Their
individualized responses affect us.

•

Can help us focus our conversations with women who are planning to leave their
abusive partner. Also knowing police are helping women learn that abuse is
wrong- give police the feedback that their role is important.
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Q5. Our committee focused discussion on the following report
themes (you can choose multiple points)
ANSWER CHOICES
Expanded social supports
Training for police
Discretion for police
Differential response
Protection of women
More consistent application of the policy
Public education
Other

#

%

9
10
5
8
11
6
9
6

56%
63%
31%
50%
69%
38%
56%
38%

Comments:
•

An organization providing the PAR program to women in Toronto informed
members that they are now going to be allowed to change the curriculum to
integrate a gender lens.

•

CJS reform - the charge is only effective in mitigating violence if other elements
of the CJS work well.

•

Members talked about the need for court staff to have training regarding giving
abusive fathers unsupervised access to their kids. Often time, women will
withdraw the charges laid on their abusive partner or wont report them at all
because she won’t be able to protect her children when he is given access to
them, but has a restraining order against him with her.

•

The length of sentence makes a difference: a slap on the wrist versus a lengthy
stay.

Q6. Our committee would prioritize the themes in the following
order:
ANSWER CHOICES
Protection of women
Police discretion
Police training
More consistent application of the policy
Expanded social supports
Differential response
Public Education

#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
14

Q7. The data does not indicate a significant issue of women being
charged in Ontario. How many women have been charged in your
community in the past three years?
Answer Choices
2014 – total number of dv charges
2014 – dual charges
2014 – women charged
2015 – total number of dv charges
2015 – dual charges
2015 – women charged
2016 – total number of dv charges
2016 – dual charges
2016 – women charged
Total Respondents: 5

Average
number
493
5
76
464
5
64
486
7
71

Total
number
1971
14
299
2319
20
322
2431
27
353

Q8. Does your committee have ideas for next steps in your
community?
ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
Somewhat
Not yet
No

#
3
3
8
2

%
19%
19%
50%
13%

Comments:
• 1) We will look for research funding to support the idea of the impacts of Mandatory
Charges Policy in Toronto and,
2) We discussed the idea of working on a request for data from the police in
Toronto via the Freedom of Information Act
• Considering a community report card
• There are two new committees in our community: - External case reviews AND City-led committee bringing together stakeholders including police, hospital, VAW
agencies. Members would like to see a more active representation of OPP around
this committee’s table.
• Right now the OPP and VS in our area meet with the women when they are
requesting Written Revocable Consent and want contact with the offender.
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• Training for front-line police officers. Expanding social services for both men and
women.
• Increasing awareness of services available and information about the mandatory
charges policy including benefits identified.

Q9. Does your committee have ideas for recommendations to
improve the policy for the province?
ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
Somewhat
Not yet
No

#
4
1
9
2

%
25%
6%
56%
13%

Comments:
•

We need data from our community.

•

Differential response -The system must respond differently to high risk situations
•

Further education needed for officers, judges, and crowns re: determining
the primary aggressor in situations of coercive control -Increased
understanding needed by all service providers re: what happens in her life
after charges are laid

•

Navigation of systems is made easier with increased communication and
collaboration

•

New policies must mitigate/respond to tendency of officers to lay charge
because it is "easier" -CJS decisions need to be based on all of the puzzle
pieces, risk, level of fear, history of service, relationship history.

•

There’s a need for trauma-informed police training and sensitivity in college.
Police need to recognise that DV is a crime. Public education about DV being a
crime, what it can look like, and has to be reported. (because a lot of people
don’t know) Members agree that this last step should be taken once police are
trained, to ensure that the proper procedures are taken and help is available.

•

Police need to be connecting victims with supportive resources.

•

Funding is required to do the work, especially addressing the expanded social
supports.
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Q10. Please add any other comments:
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Our conversation did not progress into the areas of recommendations or policy
improvements. We had a Crown at our table who spoke and informed the
conversation from her perspective, and outside of that, many of the members
present were not from sectors directly involved in DV work (municipality, mental
health, counselling, probation, public health) and so our conversation was as much
educational as anything else.
There were questions around the idea that "women are able to leave abusive
relationships", we were not sure this is accurate and if this is accurate, does this
mean the same as "ending the abuse"
Some were surprised the report did not reflect an Indigenous perspective - Very
small percentage of Indigenous representation to really capture what is going on in
our community the way the study was conducted using a survey format
Police perspective around the table voiced concerns around police discretion and
how it has changed over the years
When charges are being laid, there is still not a lot of concern around level of risk
for the women - we tend to assume officers have more tools to assess level of risk
but that is not the case
Courts in our community are not properly equipped to deal with dual charging
Often dual charging is two different charges which cuts off an avenue of support for
the victim
Police do not always have knowledge of the DV piece or come from a traumainformed, survivor centred perspective
There was recommendation around how we could access statistics or see what
interventions are making an impact in order to have a baseline
Most were unable to access stats because they do not separate by male and female
related to a specific charge - Some were unable to pull which stats were DV and
which were SV or which are same-sex relationships - Police were not receptive to
providing any statistics
In question 6, members would like to see protection for children
This survey is confusing and it is hard to give meaningful feedback. The questions
are complex and difficult to understand.
There needs to be a discussion about what we are going to do to protect women
after partners are charged and then immediately released on bail, etc. (we need
more safeguards – is there an education piece missing?)
How is a more consistent application of the policy being evaluated (i.e., mentor
system, case audit, etc.)?
Concerns about the consistency of staff in partner assault unit was raised (i.e., staff
changes frequently and what this means for consistent application of the policy)
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•

•

It was difficult to completely answer the questions without proper cross-sectoral
representation (i.e., representatives from the police were not able to attend this
particular committee meeting)
What is the hope for the outcome of this discussion? What now?

Q11. Participating in the mandatory charging project has been a
positive experience for myself
ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
Somewhat
Not really
Not applicable

#
8
2
1
5

%
50%
13%
6%
31%

Comments:
•

Absolutely

•

The highlights pointed out in the report were good to know and the committee
had some discussions around them

•

Limited involvement

•

We need to further investigate. We do not have available stats for #7 which may
change the way we respond to this question.

Q12. Participating in the mandatory charging project has been a
positive experience for our committee
ANSWER CHOICES
Yes
Somewhat
Not really
Not applicable

#
12
2
1
1

%
75%
13%
6%
6%

Comments:
•
•
•
•
•

Given stakeholders/ justice partners in our community insight on how the policy
is impacting communities across the province
Members describe this meeting as a useful experience more than a positive
experience.
Stats are always interesting
Good discussion at the table around how police are trained to identify the
dominant aggressor.
Engaging in a fruitful discussion
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Reflections, Questions & Next Steps
In 2009, the Transforming Our Communities report called for a “different paradigm” in
the VAW sector to achieve the goals of the Domestic Violence Action Plan. The
paradigm shift is described as working to address the immediate needs of abused
women, and at the same time, working to bring those needs to a larger provincial
perspective for the purpose of positive and strategic system change. The mandatory
charging project undertaken by VAWCCs and researchers over the past two years
provides a concrete ‘how to’ example of a pathway on how VAWCCs can hold both of
those concepts to unify and align local efforts to achieve large common goals.
At this juncture, the mandatory charging project also provides a glimpse toward what is
possible when the sector pulls together collectively to push for system level change and
better outcomes for women and their families. There is still work to be done. This
report-back compiles the feedback from VAWCC discussions held over the fall as they
considered the meaning of the research for their communities. The theory is that by
surfacing local perspectives and experiences, a bigger well-informed picture will emerge
to support the development of recommendations that can be endorsed across the
province.
BBWON proponents see VAW coordinating committees as existing and viable
infrastructure that can provide the basis for local cross-sector dialogue that can
generate collective action and inform government decision-making. Yet committees
function quite differently. Some are high functioning, some are barely functioning and
many are somewhere between. At the 2015 BBWON forum, discussion was held to
consider the value of taking on provincial projects as a way to strengthen local
coordination and to generate a common purpose to unify committees and make
provincial coordination possible. The mandatory charging project is the first attempt at
this type of provincial initiative. As such, beyond the research, the initiative provides
important insights and lessons learned about what it takes to move a sector toward
common goals.
While only a third of committees completed the survey, there is representation from
different parts of the province.
NEXT STEP: A follow-up teleconference will be held on Thursday May 3rd at
11am to explore options and direction. The call is open to anyone interested
to participate.
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Challenges and Insights for VAWCC-led Provincial Projects
Moving large numbers of people through a shared process to arrive at a common
objective requires active and ongoing learning and adaptation. The project surfaced a
number of insights and challenges about working with VAWCCs on provincial projects:
The capacity of VAWCCs to engage
VAWCC members talk about fatigue and being over-extended in their work lives. The
work of coordination happens off the side of their desks. The idea of working regionally
or provincially with other VAWCCs seems like ‘more’ work to some without evidence of
tangible benefit. People are focused on the ‘head down’ demands of the often ‘urgent’
VAW work without capacity or encouragement to ‘look up’ to consider the relationship
of immediate needs to system issues and how to work together on a bigger scale to
effect system change. The constant pressure to meet immediate needs does nothing to
address the fragmentation of the system and individuals, organizations, communities
working in isolation.
Strategies to mitigate
Recognizing the capacity issues for VAWCCs, the mandatory charging project team
developed a number of strategies to do everything possible to engage the entire
network.
•

Regular email communications were sent throughout the network to tell the
unfolding story of the project, provide updates and encourage involvement and
outreach

•

Telling the unfolding story was important to demonstrate three collective
concepts
o that VAWCCs are part of a bigger picture – and that local input is crucial
to developing a bigger picture that reflects unique local voices and
experiences
o that by pooling resources and distributing the work across the network,
leadership is shared, small actions can add up to achieving large system
level objectives
o that all and many kinds of contributions are needed – every contribution is
valued and people contribute what they can

•

As much as possible, email messages were brief and requested actions were
highlighted.

•

The Advisory Committee was an open membership, people were able to come
and go as they were able to participate
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•

The work proceeded with those able to attend meetings

•

Notes from the advisory meetings were made available so that people not able to
attend the meetings could follow along and still provide input by email or phone
call

•

Distributed leadership: the project asked VAWCC contacts on the BBWON
distribution list to engage their memberships and to keep them informed by
sharing emails and by making the project a standing agenda item

The success of the mandatory charging project can be seen most clearly in the large
sample size of women who completed surveys. The Advisory Committee wanted to
ensure there were as many women informing the project as service providers. With the
lower rate of response on the VAWCCS surveys that followed the report – it is uncertain
how engaged committees are at this point. One of the challenges of allowing lots of
time for discussion and input is that momentum may be lost.
A sense of shared purpose for VAWCCs
Within the VAW sector there is pervasive doubt about the value and purpose of
VAWCCs beyond serving as information sharing tables. When VAWCCs were funded
again in 2005 (after years of no funding following the Harris government cuts), the
Minister for Women’s Issues, Deb Matthews described the importance of funding
committees to support community led coordination and vision. Since then, other
committees with similar or overlapping mandates have been created by other ministries
that can confuse or bring into question the merit of community leadership. Some
justice-led committees exclude community partners, making coordination impossible. In
some communities, justice partners usurp VAWCC community leadership or don’t
participate on VAWCCs. These are system level issues that undermine shared purpose
and erode the potential of community coordination.
On the mandatory charging initiative, a Director in the Ministry of Attorney General
instructed government staff in the Victim/Witness Assistance Program not to participate
in the survey. A subsequent request for clarification was sent to the MAG Deputy
Minister Patrick Monahan to request government staff be allowed participate as
important community partners. He replied by email on March 3 to say; “I can confirm
that MAG employees are permitted to complete the survey.”
Unfortunately the response came after the surveys closed. Future projects should clarify
in advance that initiatives led by VAWCCs do in fact share a common purpose with
government in advancing VAW efforts and that government staff should participate as
community partners with unique and valuable perspectives.
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More Questions
1. Why did only 16 VAWCCs complete the post-report survey?
•

Is it survey fatigue or are committees not interested in next steps with the
research?

•

Did committees have discussion about the research and not complete the
survey?

•

Is it a diminishing level of engagement in the network– if so, why?

2. What recommendations will emerge?
•

Is there enough information from the sixteen committees to propel further
discussion that can lead to recommendations?

•

Will VAWCCs not participating in the survey support next steps that emerge?

•

Do they see themselves as being part of the large project?

3. Assuming recommendations can be discerned, how might the different ministries be
engaged in further and shared dialogue? In theory, the research provides evidence to
improve mandatory charging outcomes – how do we get to action?
4. How will community leadership continue to include local VAWCC perspectives and
voices?

Appendix
1. 2015 BBWON Forum Diagram (partial image on page 4)
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